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The effects of listener egocentrism in communication
asts was inv-stIgated-a-sa-passible explanation for communication
failure in young children, since such failure has often been
attributed to the cognitive egocentrism of the child. Twenty-four
children from each of four grade levels (kindergarten, second,
fourth, and seventh) were randomly assigned to experimental and
control groups. Both experimenter and child had circles which riere
half white and half black. Under various conditions (1) child seated
next to experimenter; (2) child seated at .90 degree angle to
experimenter; and (3) child seated at 180 degree angle to
experimenter) the children were asked to replicate the experimenter's
placement of the circle on the basis of the experimenter's egocentric
explanation of its position. Finally, each child was given Flavell's
(1968) storytelling task to assess general role-taking ability.
Results demonstrated that listeners actively contribute to the
success of the communication problem by compensating for inadequate
messages; and that there is a progression in the development of this
ability. Conclusions suggest types of listener compensation
strategies and advise caution in attribution of listener competence
to role-taking ability. (ED)
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF LISTENER COMPETENCE

Problem. Although cognitive egocentrism has often been cited

to explain communication failure in young children, few studies

have systematically investigated possible effects of listener

egocentrism in communication tAks. Logically, a communication

failure may result from an inadequate message given to a com-

petent listener or an adequate message given to an incompetent .

listener. Similarly, success can not be taken as evidence for

the competence of both members since a listener may be able to

compensate for inadequacies in the speaker's message and respond

correctly. This study addressed the possibilitiehat _

listener may be able to overcome the inadequacies of an ego-

centric message and 2) this ability is age-related. In addition,

he nature of the construct of egocentrism was clarified by

asking 3) whether the compensation was accomplished by taking the

speaker's perspective (i.e., acting in a nonegocentric fashion)

and, if so, 4) whether this behavior was related to a more

traditional measure of role-taking ability.

Procedure. Twenty-four children from each of four grade levels,

kindergarten, second, fourth, and seventh, were randomly

assigned to either an experimental or control group. All

children were given a disc with one hemisphere painted black,

one white, and asked to place it on the table so it would look

like the experimenter's. To accomplish this, the child had to

rely upon the experimenter's description of her disc. Corrective
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feedback consisted Of allowing the child to see the speaker's

disc after each response. The control group, seated beside the

experimenter, shared her perspective and, so, received adequate

messages. The experimental group, seated 90° from the speaker,

received egocentric messages. Since their perspective differed

from the speaker's, these children were forced to transform the

message to respond correctly.

After reaching criterion on this task, all listeners were

shifted to a 180° perspective condition. Children utilizing a

generalizable perspective-taking strategy (e.g., imagining them-

selves in the speaker's pierce) weia-e-x-p-e-atedt-o---1-.).-a-s-s_tb_i_s. trans-

fer task, while the children employing a more perspective-

specific strategy (e.g., substitute "right" when she says "top ")

would err. Finally, each child was given Flavell's (1968)

storytelling task to assess a more general role-taking ability.

Results. Older children made fewer errors in the communication,

task, and the 90° condition was more difficult than 0°, although

this difference decreased with increasing age. Passage of the

transfer task increased developmentally and was not highly

-correlated with passage of Flavell's (1968) role-taking task.

The results demonstrated that listeners actively

contribute to the success of a communication problem by com-

pensating for inadequate messages and that there 'is a progression

in the development of this ability. The kindergarten children 1)

were unable to deal with an inadequate message (i.e., failed

to achieve criterion) or 2) dealt with an inadequate message by
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adopting a perspective-specific strategy, failing the transfer

task. Second-graders, on the other hand, appeared to have

Perspective-taking skills but failed to exercise these skills

spontaneously. When given strong cues regarding perspective

differences, such as sitting to the right of the speaker and

receiving corrective feedback, however, many second-graders

adopted a generalizable perspective-taking strategy. Fourth-

and seventh-graders did not require this "prompting" to use the

perspective-taking :.:':rategy, perhaps because either 1) the

weaker cue of shifting position at the table was sufficient or

2) they were already spontaneously adopting the perspective-

taking strategy.

Conclusion. The study isolated two types of strategies which

listeners used to compensate for an inadequate or egocentric

message. The discovery of a perspective-specific operation

suggests caution in attributing listener competence to role-

taking ability although, developmentally, the adoption of a

perspective-specific strategy may be a necessary precursor of

perspective-taking.
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Table 1.

Mean Trials to Criterion on the Communication Tasks and

Proportion of Listeners Passing the Transfer Tasks

Grade Level Communication

90° 0°

KG 20.75 6.50

2 6.25 1.00

4 3.25 1.08

7 5.08 .08

Speaker.

Transfer

90° 0°

,

.42 .08

.92 .25

.83 .67

.83 .83

Listener

Figufe 1. An egocentric response in the 90° position.
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